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UNIT 10: ENDANGERED SPECIES 

PRACTICE  

I.  PRONUNCIATION 

 Choose the word whose main stress is put on a different syllable from that of the others in the group. 

1.  A. benefit   B. awareness  C. gorilla   D. endanger 

2.  A. classify   B. seriously  C. identify   D. temperature 

3.  A. rhinoceros  B. temperature  C. habitat    D. elephant  

4.  A. contamination   B. exploitation  C. urbanization    D. deforestation  

5.  A. vulnerable  B. valuable   C. sociable    D. survival 

6.  A. government   B. serious   C. awareness    D. chemical 

7.  A. extinction  B. agriculture   C. development       D. diversity 

8.  A. disappearance   B. generation  C. conservation   D. vulnerable 

 Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others in the group. 

9.  A. remind   B. driven  C. derive   D. survive 

10. A. special   B. specify  C. species   D. threaten 

11. A. reduced   B. caused  C. damaged   D. preserved 

12. A. Christmas            B. character                     C. chemical    D. children 

13. A. appropriate  B. sociable  C. globe    D. toxic 

14. A. insect   B. percent  C. wetland   D. extinct  

15. A. crisis   B. exist   C. primary   D. fertile 

16. A. sociable   B. species   C. medicine   D. commercial 

II.  VOCABULARY 

17. Endangered species are plant and animal species which are_________ danger of extinction. 

 A. off    B. in   C. on    D. with 

18. New York City is a great________ centre. 

 A. commerce         B. commercial     C. commercially    D. commercials 

19. We are all responsible for the ____________ of the forest. 

 A. destroy   B. destructive  C. destruction   D. destructively 

20. Various organizations publish ________of endangered species to improve public awareness. 

 A. lines   B. queues             C. columns             D. lists 

21. We have to apply effective measures to save many plant and animal species _______ extinction. 

 A. from    B. in   C. for     D. on 

22. The _______causes of species extinction are habitat destruction, commercial exploitation and pollution. 

 A. second   B. last   C. primary   D. same    

23. Thousands of species of animals and plants are ________ and the number increases each year. 

 A. danger   B. dangerous       C. endanger               D. endangered 

24. Many plants and endangered species are now endangering of _______.  

 A. extinctive  B. extinctively  C. extinction   D. extinct 

25.  Conservation is the protection of the _________ environment.  

 A. nature   B. natural  C. naturally   D. naturalize 

26. Many modern medicines are derived _______ plants and animals. 

 A. on     B. for    C. from     D. in 

27. The sea turtle is among the ________  species; it is in danger of extinction. 

 A. common  B. normal  C. abundant   D. rare 

28. By cutting down chặt trees, we_________ the natural habitat of birds and animals. 

 A. damage   B. enact   C. hurt     D. injure  

29. The Red List is a special book that provides names of_________ animals. 

 A. endangered  B. hunted   C. vulnerable and endangered D. extinct 

30. Different_________ efforts have been made in order to save endangered species. 

 A. conservation  B. extinction  C. deforestation   D. introduction 

31. ________ is the existence of a wide variety of plant and animal species living in their natural environment.  

 A. Biodiversity   B. Conservation  C. Globe    D. Individual 

32. Governments have enacted laws to protect wildlife from _________trade and over-hunting. 

 A. industrial  B. agricultural  C. national   D. commercial    

33. A number of wildlife habitat reserves have been _________so that a wide range of endangered species can have  a 
chance to survive and develop. 

 A. establishing  B. establish  C. to establish   D. established 
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34. Among other issues, it is also concerned _________ endangered species, pollution, and climate change. 

 A. on     B. by    C. with     D. upon 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of 
the following questions.  

35.  The Bali Tiger was declared extinct in 1937 due to hunting and habitat loss. 

 A. generation               B. diversity  C. reserve                    D. natural environment 

36.  Hunting săn bắnfor meat and burningđốt forests for soil cause gây ra destruction to wildlife. 

 A. organization  B. contamination  C. protection    D. damage 

37.  Toxic chemicals in their air and land, contaminated water and increased water temperatures have also driven 
many species to the verge of extinction. 

 A. polluted   B. extinct  C. damaged   D. fresh 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.  

38. As a sociable boy, Jack enjoys spending his free time going out with friends. 

 A. mischievous  B. outgoing  C. caring   D. shy 

39. It's not a pleasant feeling to discover you've been taken for a ride by a close friend. 

 A. driven away  B. deceived deliberately C. given a lift   D. treated with sincerity 

V.  Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following 
exchanges. 

40. Liz is telling Andrew about her first novel. 

 Liz: "Guess what? My first novel has just been published." 

 Andrew: "_____________________________________" 

 A. It's my pleasure.  B. Congratulations! C. Better luck next time!  D. It's very kind of you. 

41. Linda is thanking Daniel for his birthday present.  

 Linda: "Thanks for the book. I've been looking for it for months."  

Daniel: "__________________________________________." 

 A. You can say that again    B. Thank you for looking for it 

 C. I like reading books     D. I'm glad you like it 

VI. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D o indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following 
questions. 

42. Without the particularly habitat, the species could not survive. 

            A                      B                                            C               D 

43. Species become extinct or endangerment for a number of reasons, but the primary cause is the destruction of  

                                                    A                                          B             C 
 habitat by human activities. 

                                       D 

44.  Although species evolve differently, most of them adapt to a specific habitat or environment that best meets  

            A                                                                                             B                                             C         
their survive needs.      

                D  

45. Habitat fragmentation have caused plant and animal species in the remaining islands of habitat to lose contact  

                         A                      B                                            C   
with others of their own kind. 
 D 

VII. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best 
fits each of the numbered blanks. 

Once there were lots of pandas in the mountain of Western China. Today they are becoming ____(46)____. The 
reason is that they cannot find enough food. Pandas eat bamboo leaves. They do not like another food. The bamboo 
grows very slowly. It can take 10 years for a bamboo ___(47)___ from a seed to a big plant. Some ____(48)____of 
bamboo have seeds every 60 years. Pandas ____(49)____wait many years for their food to grow. While the bamboo 
is growing, pandas do not have enough leaves to eat. 

Farmers are using more and more of the land on the mountain side to grow food for man. The farmers cut __ 
(50)___ the bamboo. Bamboo leaves become less plentiful. Pandas cannot find enough food to eat. They starve and 
die. 

46. A. extinction   B. extinctly  C. extinct   D. extincting 

47. A. to grow   B. growing  C. grew    D. grow 

48. A. sorts   B. types  C. kinds   D. All are correct 

49. A. must   B. mustn‟t  C. needn‟t   D. might 

50. A. back   B. down  C. in    D. out 
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MODAL VERBS 

Hiện tại  Quá khứ 

Chủ động:  Chủ động:  

May – Might (có thể) 

Must (phải, chắc là) 

Mustn't (không được)                +  V1 

Needn't / don't need to (không cần) 

Should(n’t) / Ought (n’t) to / had better (not) (nên/không nên) 

can/could(n’t)(có thể/không thể) 

Ex: You needn't wear your new clothes. You can wear what 
you like. 

      You mustn't sleep in the class. You'll miss the lesson. 

May/might (not) - could  có thể đã (không)  
Must (chắc là...đã...)  

Can’t = couldn’t (Chắc chắn không .../không thể nào)  + have + V3 /Ved 

Should/ shouldn’t (lẽ ra … (không) nên) 

Needn’t (lẽ ra … không cần) 
 

Ex: I‟m feeling sick. I shouldn‟t have eaten so much 
chocolate. 

“I can‟t find my book anywhere.” “You may /might /could 
have left your book in class.” 

Bị động:  Bị động:  

Modal verb + (not) + be + V3/ed Modal verbs + (not) + have + been + V3 /Ved 

PRACTICE 

I. Circle A, B, C or D as your best choice to complete each sentence. 

1. They have plenty of time, so they need not _______. 

A. be hurry  B. to hurry   C. hurry    D. to be hurry 

2. We ________ open the lion‟s cage. It is contrary to zoo regulations. 

A. must   B. mustn‟t   C. needn‟t    D. should 

3. These fruits ________ in a freezer tủ lạnh. 

A. should not put   B. should not be put  C. must put    D. must be putting 

4. You had better _______ your child so much money. It may spoil (làm hư) him. 

A. not give  B. not to give   C. to not give   D. don't give 

5. I ________  arrive on time. So please start dinner without me. 

A. needn‟t  B. had better not  C. may not   D. should not 

6. “Are these gloves necessary?” “Yes. You ________  use this chemical without gloves. It will burn your skin. 

A. must not  B. don‟t have to   C. could not   D. need not 

7. You ________  clean the windows. The window-cleaner is coming tomorrow. 

A. don‟t have   B. must    C. mustn‟t    D. needn‟t 

8. You're having a sore throat. You'd better _______ to the doctor. 

A. to go   B. went    C. go    D. going 

9. We _______ reheat (hâm lại) the pie(bánh pa-tê). We can eat it cold. 

A. needn't  B. must                    C. mustn't   D. should have 

10. The next meeting ________ in May. 

A. will hold   B. will be held    C. will be holding   D. will have held 

11. You ______ touch anything because we have to wait the police. 

A. mightn't    B. mustn't     C. needn't     D. should 

12. This letter ________, not handwritten. 

A. should be typing   B. should be typed   C. needn't type    D. needn't be typed 

13.  We ____ forget to shut the lift gates. 

A. should         B. must   C. mustn't            D. needn't 

14. You _______ leave small objects lying around . Such objects _______ be swallowed by children. 

A. needn't / must         B. mustn't / have to     C. can't / should            D. shouldn't / may 

15. The museum is open to everybody. It ________ between 9 a.m and 5 p.m. 

A. visits   B. visited    C. can visit           D. can be visited 

16. You _______ drive fast; there is a speed limit here. 

A. must   B. mustn't                 C. need to             D. ought to 

17. She_______ be ill. I have just seen her playing basket ball in the school yard. 

A. needn't   B. shouldn't    C. mustn't    D. can't  

18. The windows ________ next Sunday by some of my friend. 

A. are cleaned  B. will be cleaned  C. are going to clean  D. will be cleaning 

19. Travellers‟ cheques ___________ at most banks all over the world. 

A. can exchange      B. must be exchanged   

C. can be exchanged     D. should have exchanged 
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20. Why wasn't your boyfriend at the party last night? – He _____ the lecture (buổi diễn thuyết) at Shaw Hall. I know he very much 
wanted to hear the speaker." 

A. was to attend  B. may have attended  C. can‟t have attended   D. should have attended 

21.  You _______ have cooked so many dishes. There are only three of us for lunch. 

A. wouldn't  B. oughtn't                    C. needn't                     D. couldn‟t 

22. You _______ touch that switch whatever you do. 

A. mustn't   B. needn't                   C. won't                              D. wouldn't 

23. I‟ll lend you the money and you ________ pay me back till next month.  

A. needn‟t  B. mustn‟t                   C. need                              D. must 

24.  I left my pen in this box, but it isn‟t there now. Someone _______ it. 

A. must have taken B. must take   C. had to take   D. had taken 

25.  I don't know why she got so many bad grades. She _______ lazy studying. 

A. may be   B. might have been      C. might be being  D. may has been 

26.  I took my only son to the park but he didn't like it. You _______  him to the zoo. 

A. should take  B. had to take   C. took    D. should have taken 

27.  The yard is wet. It _______  last night. 

A. must rain  B. must have rain  C. must have rained  D. had to rain 

28.  The party yesterday was great fun. I think you _______ come. 

A. must   B. must have   C. should   D. should have 

29. Cars_______ here free of charge. 

A. may be parked  B. may park   C. may been parked  D. may be parking 

30. Things ________ clear to them so that they can do the work in the way that you have told them.  

A. are making   B. ought to be made    C. have made      D. needn't be made 

31.  Children should ________ not to play near water when their parents are out because it‟s extremely dangerous. 

A. be warned  B. warn    C. have warned   D. warning 

32. You _______ the air pressure áp suất in your tires vỏ lốp xe if you do not want to get a flat tire xì lốp xe on your trip. 

A. should be checked      B. do not have to check    

C. mustn‟t check      D. ought to check 

33. Two tablets ________ twice a day to have you recover from the illness quickly. 

A. must take  B. must be taken   C. must have taken     D. must be taking 

34. I _______  $20. $10 would have been enough. 

 A. didn't need gave     B. needn't have given   

 C. should have given               D. mustn't have given 

35. Nancy ______ on holiday. I have just met her in the street. 

 A. must have gone      B. can‟t have gone  C. should go   D. has gone 

36. Although Leila was very hungry, she didn't eat very much. She ________ the food. 

 A. needn't have liked B. shouldn‟t have liked  C. couldn't have liked   D. wouldn‟t have liked 

37. "Did you hear me come in last night?"   "No, I _______  asleep." 

 A. must be  B. must have been  C. should be                   D. should have been 

38. The computer does not work. It _______during transportation. 

 A. must have been damaged     B. should have been damaged  

 C. can be damaging     D. will damage 

39. Are you joking? David _____a new car last week. I am sure that he does not have money. 

 A. mustn't be buying  B. would be buying  C. may have bought  D. can't have bought 

II. Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

40. They may use this room for the classroom. 

 A. This room may use for the classroom.            B. The classroom may be used for this room. 

 C. They may be used for the classroom.            D. This room may be used for the classroom. 

41.  Walking on the grass in the park is not permitted.  

 A. We must not walk on the grass in the park.  B. You can walk on the grass in the park if you want to. 

 C. People like walking on the grass in the park.  D. We do not have to walk on the grass in the park.  

42.  We ought to pay our electricity bill next week. 

 A. Our electricity bill ought to be paid next week.  

 B. Our electricity ought is to paid bill next week. 

 C. Our electricity bill next week ought to have paid.  

 D. Our electricity ought be to paid electricity bill next week.  

43. My uncle built a new house last month.  

 A. A new house last month is built by my uncle. B. A new house was built last month by my uncle. 
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 C. A new house was built by my uncle last month. D. Last month a new house was build by my uncle. 

44. You should write your name in capital letters chữ in hoa. 

 A.  Your name should be written in capital letters.  B. Your name should have been written in capital letters.  

 C.  Your name in capital letters should be   written.  D. Your name was written in capital letters.  

45.  People believe that neither side wanted war.  

 A. Neither side is responsible for the outbreak of war.  B. War is believed to be wanted by either side. 

 C. Neither side is believed to have wanted war. D. It is believed that war broke out from both sides. 

III. Identify the one that is not correct by marking the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet. 

46. I‟m not working tomorrow, so I mustn‟t get up early. 

                   A                 B                    C                  D 

47. It mustn‟t have been Mr. Andrew you saw because he‟s in Liverpool. 

                 A                                                 B          C               D 

48. There‟s a lift in the building, so we mustn‟t climb the stairs. 

               A                                      B           C                    D 

49. When you are on duty, your uniform must have been worn at all times. 

              A                   B             C                              D  

50. Books may be kept for three weeks by members. After that they must return. 

                       A                                    B                         C                      D  
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UNIT 11: BOOKS 

 

PRACTICE 

I. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 

1. A. picture  B. action  C. question  D. future 

2. A. swallow  B. below  C. slowly  D. allow 

3. A. reading  B. easy  C. pleasure  D. please 

4. A. killed  B. enjoyed  C. described   D. digested 

5. A. taste B. page  C. damage D. base 

6. A. attitude  B. survive  C. introduce  D. reunite 

7. A. comic B. unnoticed  C. romance  D. global 

8. A. author B. craft C. advantage  D. bamboo 

II. Choose the word indicated by A, B, C or D that has a different stress pattern from the others 

9. A. identify B. habitat                   C. forest                   D. vulnerable 

10. A. imagine                B. elephant                C. establish              D. illegal 

11. A. entertainment B. personality C. biography D. scientific 

12. A. temperature  B. serious  C. awareness  D. chemical 

13. A. swallow  B. subject  C. digest D. advice 

14. A. describe B. wilderness C. discovery D. imaginary 

15. A. fascinating  B. knowledge C. character D. description 

16. A. affair B. science C. fiction D. forest 

III. VOCABULARY& GRAMMAR: Circle A, B, C or D as your best choice to complete each sentence. 

17. Can you ____ what it would be like to live without books?        

  A. imagine B. advise   C. describe D. understand 

18. It is a good book. I think it is interesting enough for you to ________. 

  A. put down  B. swallow  C. look up  D. understand 

19. This furniture is too old and dilapidated [dɪˈlæpɪdeɪtɪd]: sứt càng gãy gọng. _______, it must be thrown away. 

  A. In addition B. On the other hand C. In a word D. In the end 

20. Why do many boys nowadays take ______ in playing computer games? 

  A. please B. pleasure C. pleasant D. unpleasant 

21. Her _________ revealed that she had a deprived túng quẫn, thiếu thốn [dɪˈpraɪvd] childhood. 

  A. fiction B. non-fiction C. romance D. biography 

22. If you ________ a book, you have a brief look at it without reading or studying it seriously. 

  A. dip into  B. put away C. pick up  D. put down 

23. The reviewer ________ Mathew's new novel as a new style of modern science fiction. 

  A. chewed  B. digested  C. described  D. reviewed 

24. He picked ________ the book and turned page after page lật từng trang. 

  A. up B. on  C. away  D. in 

25. The current educational problems are ________ by the authorities in the country. 

  A. studying B. being studying C. been studied D. being studied 

26. When a reader reads an interesting book slowly and carefully, he ________ it 

  A. reviews   B. chews and digests  C. swallows  D. dips into 

27. Boy, stop reading. ________ the book down and go to bed. 

  A. Take  B. Put  C. Set  D. Pick 

28. The old man _______ to hospital earlier. I think they did it too late. 

  A. should take B. ought to take C. should be taken D. should have been taken 

29. Keep quiet. You _______ talk so loudly in here. Everybody is working. 

  A. may  B. must  C. might  D. mustn't 

30. The garden ________. It has just started raining. 

  A. needn't water  B. needn't be watered       

  C. needn't be watering   D. needn't have watered 

31. ______ books are ones in which the stories are told or illustrated minh họa with pictures. 

  A. Comic   B. Science   C. Romantic   D. Thriller 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following 
exchanges. 

32. A: “Help yourself to a drink” 

          B: ____________________ 
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  A. What a pity! B. Don‟t mention it C. Thank you D. I‟m glad you like it. 

33. A: “Shall I help you with that?” 

            B: _____________________ 

  A. Yes, not too bad B. Yes, here you are C. There‟s no need. Thanks D. Not at all. There you are 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each 
of the following questions. 

34. The idea was to modernize various aspects of the house without changing its essential character.  

  A. quality B. research  C. valuable  D. beneficial  
35. It is found that endangered species are often concentrated in areas that are poor and densely populated, such 

as much of Asia and Africa. 

  A. disappeared  B. increased  C. threatened  D. reduced 

36. Biologists have introduced a global list of endangered and vulnerable animal species. 

  A. rare and precious  B. small but invaluable  

      C. weak and easily hurt       D. strong and unusual 

VI. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word or phrase that is OPPOSITE in meaning to the italic part in 
each of the following questions. 

37. The earth is being threatened and the future looks bad. 

  A. done B. made C. defended D. varied 

38. Thousands are going starving because of the failure of this year's harvest. 

  A. hungry B. poor C. rich D. full 

VII. Choose the one word or phrase that must be changed in order for the sentence to be correct. 

39. All travel arrangements must complete by June 17
th
. 

        A                    B                         C         D 

40. Have you prepared well about the national entrance exam in July this year ? 

                        A   B               C                           D 

41. Several people have apparent tried to change the man‟s mind, but he refuses to listen.  

          A             B                           C                       D 

VIII. Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

42. People say that he is the most experienced doctor in our town. 

 A. It says that he is to be the most experienced doctor in our town. 

 B. He is said that he is the most experienced doctor in our town. 

 C. He is said is the most experienced doctor in our town. 

 D. He is said to be the most experienced doctor in our town.  

43. The police shouldn‟t allow people to park đậu xe there. 

 A. People shouldn‟t be allowed to park there by the police. 

 B. People to park there shouldn‟t are allowed by the police. 

 C. People shouldn‟t have allowed to park there by the police. 

 D. People to park there shouldn‟t have been allowed by the police.  

44.  “Don‟t forget to lock your motorbike carefully, Mike,” Jack said 

 A. Jack advised Mike to forget to lock his motorbike carefully. 

 B. Jack reminded Mike to lock his motorbike carefully. 

 C. Jack invited Mike to lock his motorbike carefully. 

 D. Jack suggested locking Mike‟s motorbike carefully. 

45. Kathy did not study hard, so she didn‟t pass. 

 A. Kathy knew that she would succeed in the examination. 

 B. Had Kathy studied hard, she would have passed the examination. 

 C. But for her hard study, Kathy would have succeed in the examination. 

 D. Kathy studied very hard but she did not succeed in the examination. 

IX. Read the passage carefully and then choose the best answer. 

I recently read The Incredible Journey by Sheila Burnford, a book about three animal friends who travel across 
the Canadian wilderness looking for their owners. It is a fascinating story that describes some of the incredible things 
animals can do. When a Canadian family goes to England for a long trip, they leave their three pets with a friend who 
lives 300 miles away. Though well treated by the friend, the pets miss their family. One day, they are able to leave the 
friend's house unnoticed and begin the long journey to find their owners. The central theme of the book, a problem the 
animals must resolve, is how to survive life in the wilderness in order to arrive home. They never could have completed 
the journey alone, but they take care of one another, and all the three make it and are reunited with their owners. Each 
animal has a distinct personality, but they care for one another almost as if they were a family. The most impressive of 
them is the old dog. The journey was the most difficult for him, but amazingly he found the strength to make it. The 
author didn't try to turn the animals into people, speaking and acting like humans. Instead she was faithful to her 
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characters as animals and showed us their journey through animal eyes. That made the book interesting and 
unbelievable. I would recommend the book to anyone who likes animals. I think that anyone who has ever had a pet or 
wanted one would enjoy it. 

 

46. The title of the book is __________ 

 A. Canadian Wilderness  B. Sheila Burnford  

 C. Three animal friends      D. The Incredible Journey  

47. What does the word “ incredible” mean: 

 A. intelligent B. vulnerable  C. unbelievable D. dangerous  

48. Why do the animals leave the friend‟s house? 

 A. they want to find their owners  

 B. they were not well treated by the friend 

 C. they want to know how to survive life in the wilderness  

 D. they like the long journey  

49. How do the three dogs survive life in the wilderness in order to arrive home? 

 A. leave the friend‟s house unnoticed B. take care of and care for one another  

 C. reunite with the owners D. complete the journey alone 

50. What is the central theme of the book? 

 A. How to resolve an animal problem B. How to take care of other people 

 C. How to enjoy a lovely journey  

 D. How the animal can survive life in the wilderness in order to get home 
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UNIT 12: WATER SPORTS 

 

PRACTICE 

I. Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 
1. A. personal  B. penalty  C. defensive  D. vertical 
2. A. award  B. prevent  C. visit  D. except 
3. A. overtime  B. decision  C. period  D. penalize 
4. A. commit  B. movement  C. eject  D. depend 
5. A. opponent  B. personal  C. continue  D. decision 
6. A. referee  B. engineer  C. reference  D. interfere 
7. A. scuba-diving B. goalie C. gymnastics D. skating 
8. A. regulator B. defeat C. canoeing D. advanced 

II. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 
9. A. interfered  B. allowed  C. visited    D. played 
10. A. water  B. swimming  C. between    D. rowing 
11. A. decision B. personal C. defensive  D. windsurfing 
12. A. sprint  B. line  C. divide    D. ride 
13. A. foul   B. house  C. amount    D. adventurous 
14. A. caps  B. meters  C. swimmers   D. lines 
15. A. penalty  B. penalize  C. petrol    D. pencil 

III.  Fill in the blanks with the words in the box. 

 
 
 

1. The player who is wearing the red cap with the white number is the ………………………….. 
2. Each team scored twice and the game ended in a ……………… …………….. 
3. This form teacher giáo viên chủ nhiệm often acts as a …..……………………………..for his pupils. 
4. The last ………………………………..against Smith made us lose the game. 
5. Her …..………………………….. left the tennis court sân quần vợt in tears nước mắt 
6. The game played by two teams of swimmers who try to throw a ball into a goal is ……………………… 
7. People who drive when they are drunk say rượu will be heavily …..……………………….. 
8. The noisy students have just been …….…………….. …….from the auditoriumgiảng đường 
9. The referee's ……………………………..is the most important in any sport competition.cuộc thi 
10. He was sent off đuổi đi, tống khứ for arguing with cãi nhau với the …….………………….. …….. 
11. In water polo, the players have to wear the polo caps to ……………...………….. their heads. 
12. Synchronized swimming was first …………………..…. in a glass tank bể thủy tinh 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 
1. A _______ is an official viên chức, công chức who controls điều khiển, chỉ huy matches and prevents rules from being 
broken. 

 A. referee B. player        C. opponent           D. coach 
2. A penalty shot is _______ when a major foul is committed inside the 5-meter line. 

 A. prevented B. awarded  C. committed  D. ranged 
3. Both teams _______ for the ball from their goal lines in a water polo game. 

 A. run B. touch                C. sprint                  D. advance 
4. A player is ejected after he has committed five _______ fouls. 

 A. person B. personality        C. personal              D. personally 
5. If a defender _______ a foul within the five meter area that prevents a likely goal, the attacking team is 
awarded a penalty throw or shot. 

 A. commits  B. interferes  C. punches  D. touches 
6. One of the four period of time in which a game of American football is divided is known as a _______ 

 A. part B. half C. quarter D. stage 
7. It was difficult for him to beat his _______ in that tennis game. 

 A. opponent B. companion       C. teammate            D. coach 
8. After a _______, there are two overtime periods of three minutes each. 

 A. penalty  B. draw  C. score  D. goal  
9. Many young men prefer scuba-diving because it is ________ 

 A. adventure  B. adventurous  C. adventurously   D. adventurer 
10. At the last moment, our forward was _______ inside the penalty area. 

 A. punched  B. kicked C. fouled  D. ejected 

 

decision - tie - water polo - referee - goalie - ejected - foul - protect - performed - referee - opponent - penalized 
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UNIT 13: THE 22nd SEA GAMES 
            (Đại hội thể thao Đông Nam Á lần thứ 22) 

PRACTICE 

I. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest.  

11..  A. gold  B. region  C. organize  D. game 

22..  A. honor  B. high  C. host  D. hold 

33..  A. events  B. spirit  C. Asian  D. silver 

44..  A. bamboo B. habitat C. panda D. sociable 

55..  A. vertical B. penalize C. referee D. personal 

II. Choose one word which has different stress pattern from the other three.  

66..  A. enthusiast  B. successfully  C. competitor D. participation 

77..  A. spirit  B. impress  C. event  D. perform 

88..  A. development  B. cooperation  C. surprisingly  D. facility 

99..  A. festival  B. badminton  C. participant  D. organize 

1100..  A. solidarity  B. energetic  C. excellently    D. combination 

III. VOCABULARY & GRAMMAR: Circle A, B, C or D as your best choice to complete each sentence. 

1111..  Your ________ is the person you are playing or fight against in a game. 

  A. player B. enemy C. opponent D. teammate  

1122..  How many ________ took part in the 22
nd

 SEA Games? 

  A. compete B. competitors         C. competition         D. competitor 

1133..  As you worked late yesterday, you _________ come until 10 tomorrow. 

  A. mustn‟t have B. must C. needn‟t D. mighn‟t have 

1144..  The goalkeeper can also be ____________ for twenty seconds if a major foul is committed. 

  A. advanced  B. sprinted  C. ejected D. enacted 

1155..  Gertrude takes ______her mother; she has blue eyes and fair hair too.  

  A. in  B. up  C. after  D. down  

1166..  The Asian Games are held to promote friendship and _________ between Asian countries. 

  A. solidarity B. spectator C. survival D. diversity 

1177..  All of the officials were very pleased because the Games were ______ organized. 

  A. succeed B. successfully C. success D. successful 

1188..  The passengers had to wait because the plane ______ off one hour late. 

  A. took  B. turned  C. go D. get 

1199..  Mr Brown has kindly agreed to spare us some of his ______ time to answer our questions. 

  A. valuable  B. worthy  C. costly  D. beneficial  

2200..  The town‟s drinking water was ____________ with poisonous chemicals. 

  A. contaminate B. contaminated C. contamination D. contaminating 

2211..  Many species have lost their ___________ because of the drainage of marshes. Đầm lầy 

  A. movements B. opponents C. environment D. habitats 

2222..  The referee's _______ is the most important in any sport competition. 

  A. decide  B. decisive  C. decision  D. decider 

2233..  Because of the economic crisis, many workers are now in ______ of losing their jobs.  

  A. worry  B. danger  C. warning D. threat 

2244..  The 22nd SEA Games consisted of athletes from eleven _______ countries. 

  A. participate  B. participant  C. participation     D. participating 

2255..  Thanks to the encouragement and support, all Vietnamese athletes competed _____ high spirits. 

  A. for B. of                          C. on                         D. in 

2266..  I have never met one of the most ________________ people like that. 

  A. boring  B. bored  C. bore  D. boredom 

2277..  The primary _________ of species extinction are habitat destruction, commercial exploitation and pollution. 

  A. destructions B. advantages C. causes D. characteristics   

2288..  A survey was ______ to study the effects of smoking on young adults. 

  A. commented B. filled C. conducted D. carried 

2299..  Paul has just sold his ______ car and intends to buy a new one. 

  A. black old Japanese B. Japanese old black C. old black Japanese D. old Japanese black 

3300..  Peter is disappointed at not getting the job, but he will ______ it soon. 

  A. take off B. get over C. go off D. come up 

3311..  We moved to the countryside because we wanted to be close to ______ nature. 

  A. a B. the C. an D. Ø 
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IV. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following 
exchanges. 

3322..  Henry: “Do you find it very interesting to travel alone?”  

               Maria: “___________________________________”  

  A. Yes, you‟re welcome.  B. Never mind.  C. What a pity!   D. No, not at all.  

3333..  John: “Will you be able to come to the meeting?”  

               Jack: “______.”  

  A. Of course you will   B. I‟m afraid not    

  C. I‟m sorry not   D. You must be kidding  

V. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word in each of the 
following questions.  

3344..  The defender committed a clear foul on their forward, so the other team was awarded a penalty. 

  A. defensive player B. referee C. goalie  D. opponent 

3355..  Vietnamese participants were presented with the most outstanding Athlete title in Shooting Events. 

  A. honest B. skilful C. excellent  D. powerful 

3366..  What a lovely baby! He certainly resembles his father. 

  A. get over B. go off C. take after  D. turn up  

VI. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word or phrase that is OPPOSITE in meaning to the italic part in each 
of the following questions. 

3377..  They have not made any effort to integrate with the local community. 

  A. cooperate B. put together C. separate  D. connect 

3388..  One of the key to successful business is careful planning. 

  A. abundant B. wealthy C. faulty  D. possible 

VII. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to show the underlined part that needs correction.  

3399..  Zoos provide an opportunity to study a wide range of animals, often in their habitats natural. 

                                     A                                    B                 C                                        D 

4400..  Zoonoses are diseases that can transmit to human beings by animals. 

                        A        B                          C                                           D 

4411..  Animals like frogs have waterproof skin that prevents it from drying out quickly in air, sun, or wind. 

                                          A                              B                  C         D 

VIII. Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

4422..  Members may keep books for three weeks. 

 A. Books may be kept by members for three weeks. B. Books may keep by members for three weeks. 

 C. Books may be keep for three weeks by members. D. Books may kept by members for three weeks. 

4433..  I haven't met my grandparents for five years. 

 A. I often met my grandparents five years ago. B. I last met my grandparents five years ago. 

 C. I have met my grandparents for five years. D. I didn't meet my grandparents five years ago. 

4444..  We survived that accident because we were wearing our seat belts. 

 A. But for our seat belts, we would have survived that accident. 

 B. Had we not been wearing our seat belts, we wouldn't have survived that accident. 

 C. Without our seat belts, we could have survived that accident. 

 D. If we weren't wearing our seat belts, we couldn't have survived that accident. 

4455..  "No, I won't go to work at the weekend," said Sally. 

 A. Sally refused to go to work at the weekend.  

 B. Sally promised to go to work at the weekend. 

 C. Sally apologized for not going to work at the weekend.  

 D. Sally regretted not going to work at the weekend. 

IX. Fill in each numbered blank with one suitable word or phrase. 

That is a program of Ho Chi Minh City Youth Union to (46) _____ individuals, domestic and foreign 
organizations to buy and use bicycles during the time (47) _____ they enjoy the SEA Games 22 in Ho Chi Minh City 
then donate the bicycles to poor children. 

Preparing for this program, the Organizing Committee has signed a contract with Martin - a bicycle-making 
firm - to purchase 1,000 bicycles, at prices from 850,000 to 1,000,000 VND per bicycle -10% lower than market prices, 
with nearly 20 different models. In the mid of November, The Organizing Committee will announce, promote, and (48) 
_____ the program "SEA Games Iron Horses - For Poor Children" through leaflets at airport, on buses, taxis, at 
information desks, posters, banners, newspapers, and websites of city Youth Union. Besides 1,200 volunteers, (49) 
_____ the SEA Games 22, the Organizing Committee also recruits 100 active volunteers for this program to handle the 
handover and receiving bikes, instructing participating tourists, giving responses to questions through hot lines. 

This program both conveys practical significance and helps international friends to understand further the 
nation and people of Viet, Nam as well as strengthen the friendship and (50) _____ among nations. 

4466..  A. require  B. contribute C. encourage  D. raise 
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4477..  A. where  B. which C. that  D. when 

4488..  A. public  B. publicly  C. publicizing  D. publicize 

4499..  A. serving  B. taking  C. running  D. hosting 

5500..  A. participation  B. cooperation  C. achievement  D. success 

 

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS   

(So sánh của tính từ và trạng từ) 

I. Choose the best answer. 

1. Vietnam becomes ___________ to foreign tourists. 

 A.  most and most attractive  B. much and more attractive 
 C.  the more attractive  D. more and more attractive 

2.  ___________, the more clothes she wants to buy. 

 A.  The more she buys clothes C.  The most clothes she buys 
 B.  More clothes she buys  D. The more clothes she buys  

3. The ___________ we start, the sooner we will be back. 

 A.  early B.  more earlier       C.  earlier                 D. earliest 

4.  Mary was ___________ of the two sisters. 

 A.  the clever B.  as clever as        C.  the cleverer                D. the cleverest 

5.  The harder they try, ___________ they will get. 

 A.  the better results  B. the most results   
 C.  the results better  D. the results are better 

6.  A supermarket is ___________ a shopping centre. 

 A.  less convenient as  B.  not so convenient as  
 C.  so not convenient as  D. the more convenient than 

7.  ___________, the worse I seem to feel. 

A.  The most I take medicine  B. The more medicine I take 
C.  Taking more of the medicine           D. More medicine taken. 

8.  I feel _____ better than I did yesterday. 

 A.  a little B.  more                     C.  a few                    D. many 

9.  He is the ___________ student in this class. 

 A.  very intelligent B.  more intelligent C.  less intelligent         D. most intelligent 

10.  It' s getting ___________ to find a cheap apartment. 

 A.  more and most difficult  B. the most difficult   
 C.  more and more difficult                    D. more and more difficultly 

11.  The younger you are, ___________ it is to learn. 

 A.  easier B.  you are easier     C.  the easier            D. the easy 

12. Petrol is _______ it used to. 

 A.  twice as expensive as   B. twice expensive more than 
 C.  twice more than expensive  D. more expensive than twice 

13. Peter is ___________ John. 

 A.  younger and more intelligent than  B. more young and intelligent than 
 C.  more intelligent and younger than  D. the more intelligent and younger than 

14. Thanks to the progress of science and technology, our lives have become ____________. 

 A.  more and more good  B. better and better 
 C.  the more and more good  D. gooder and gooder 

15. French is a ___________ language to learn than English is. 

 A.  difficult B. more difficult C.  most difficult         D. more and more difficult 

16. Of the two students, Sarah is the ___________. 

 A.  most intelligent B.  more intelligent C.  intelligent                D. most intelligently 

17. These apples are _______ sweeter than the others. 

 A.  more                  B.  very   C.  most  D. a lot 

18. Winning a place at university ______ for most students.  

 A.  is becoming more and more difficult  B. has become as difficult  
 C.  will become more difficultly  D. becomes the most difficultly  
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19. ______ was debated, the more people became involved. 

A.  The longer the issue  B. The more longer the issue 
C.  The long issue  D. The longest issue 

 II. Choose the underlined word or phrase in each sentence that needs correcting. 

20. The harder (A) Sylia tries (B), less (C) she succeeds (D). 

21. Patrick doesn't run quickly (A) as (B) Lee, but (C) he can run farther (D). 

22. The (A) more (B) I practise the piano, the most (C) skilled (D) I get.  

23. Everybody wants (A) to reduce (B) pollution. But actually (C), the pollution problem is much and much (D) serious and 
complicated. 

24. What is the more (A) popular (B) of all the (C) new TV shows (D) ? 

25. His father's (A) health (B) is getting (C) worst and worst (D).  

26. He understood (A) quicklier (B) than (C) the rest (D) of his class. 

27. It (A) is boring and boring (B) to work (C) for this advertising (D) company. 

28. The seriously (A) the footballers (B) of our team are training (C), the better (D) they will play. 

 

PRACTICE TEST 

I. Choose the word with the different pronunciation of the underlined part. 

1. A. success   B. enthusiast           C. support                D. surprise 

2. A. organize   B. spirit                    C. title                      D. surprising 

3. A. competitor    B. medal  C. level  D. development 

4. A. diving   B. sprint                   C. vertical                 D. windsurfing 

5. A. primary    B. extinction C. animal D. classify 

II. Choose the word with the different stress pattern. 

6. A. countryman   B. referee  C. milkmaid D. scoreboard 

7. A. solidarity   B. personality C. delegation  D. outstanding 

8. A. podium   B. record C. goalkeeper D. employee 

9. A. digest   B. defend C. crossbar D. describe 

10. A. opponent   B. vertical C. podium D. wilderness  

III.  VOCABULARY & GRAMMAR: Circle A, B, C or D as your best choice to complete each sentence. 

11. Many schools provide environmental education to raise students'_______ of conservation needs. 

   A. awareness B. benefit  C. exploitation  D. knowledge 

12. I need you. Don‟t go _______________________. 

  A. out B. on C. away D. off 

13. A defensive player may only hold, block or pull a/an _______ who is touching or holding the ball. 

  A. audience  B. referee  C. goalie  D. opponent 

14. I shouldn‟t _________ so much coffee last night. I was wide awake till four in the morning. 

  A. drink B. drank C. be drunk D. have drunk 

15. If you enjoy reading stories about love affairs, a ________ is the right one. 

  A. biography B. detective            C. romance       D. craft 

16. I _____ phone my parents today or they‟ll worry about me. 

  A. must B. might C. needn‟t D. mustn‟t 

17. He is a great sports ________. He rarely misses any sport games although he was busy. 

  A. enthusiast B. player  C. energy  D. programmer 

18. The delegation to the SEA Games was composed ________ top competitors of the country. 

  A. on B. of                           C. for                         D. among 

19. Frankly speaking, your daughter does not take _______ you at all. 

  A. over B. along  C. up  D. after  

20. How should food _________ to suit everyone's taste? 

      A. be  A. choose B. be chosen  C. be choosing             D. to be chosen 

21. In water polo, no player except ___________ can hold the ball with both hands. 

  A. the defender B. the goalie C. the striker tiền đạo D. the referee 

22. As she did so, her parents became _________.  

  A. the angriest        B. the more angrier     C. the more angry     D. angrier and angrier 

23. The athlete had tried his best to ________ his SEA Games title and records. 

 A. carry out B. perform                C. defend                  D. support 
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24. ______ he drank, ______ he became. 

 A. More / more violent  B. The most / the most violent 
C. The more / the more violent             D. The less / less violent 

25. Before the 22nd SEA Games, Vietnam had made a good ___________ in every aspect. 

  A. prepare B. preparation         C. preparative         D. preparer 

26. Books ________ from the school library must be kept carefully and retuned on time. 

  A. borrowing  B. which borrowed C. to be borrowed   D. borrowed 

27. It took him a long time to _______the death of his wife.  

  A. take away  B. get over  C. take off  D. get through 

28. I'm reading a Stephen King's novel. It's really exciting and I couldn't________  

  A. put it down      B. dip into it C. pick it up           D. look it up 

29. It gets ________to understand what the professor has explained. 

  A. the more difficult  B. more difficult than  

  C. difficult more and more  D. more and more difficult 

30. The spirit of the 22
nd

 SEA Games was __________ 

  A. impression and enthusiasm B. success and development   

  C. solidarity, co-operation for peace and developmentD. independence, freedom and happiness 

31. If  you want to learn how to knit or work with wood, you should buy a ________ book. 

  A. thriller B. romance C. fiction D. craft 

32. You __________ drive at more than 70 miles per hour in the United Kingdom. 

 A. mustn‟t B. needn‟t  C. may not                        D. might not 

33. After talking to Mary for ten minutes, George paused, waiting for her to __________ the information. 

 A. taste B. chew C. swallow D. digest 

34. The Government is now trying to protect gorilla to ensure their ________. 

 A. life B. existence C. survival D. growth 

35. Bring your jacket with you. It _______ cold in the evening. 

 A. mustn‟t have B. may get C. must become D. needn‟t take  

36. It gets _______ when the winter is coming. 

 A. warmer and warmer   B. the colder and colder  

 C. colder and colder   D. the warmer and warmer 

37. He spent a year in India and loves spicy food. ________ the food is, ________ he likes it. 

 A. The hotter / the more and more       B. The hotter / the more  

 C. The more and more hot / the more    D. The hottest / the most 

IV.  Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each 
of the following exchanges. 

38. Andrew is talking to a waiter in a restaurant. 
 

  Andrew: "Can I have the bill, please?" 

  Waiter: "______." 
 

 A. You are very kind B. Just a minute, pleaseC. My pleasure D. You're exactly right 

V.  Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each 
of the following questions. 

39. The 22
nd

 SEA Games were held successfully in Vietnam. 

 A. hosted B. served C. ejected  D. proved 

40. Thailand is considered as our strongest rival in Southeast Asia‟s Men‟s Soccer. 

 A. enemy B. opponent C. competitor D. b & c are correct 

41. They decided to put off their journey till the end of the month because of the epidemic. 

 A. postpone B. delay C. wash away D. (a) & (b) 

VI.  Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 
each of the following questions. 

42. The older we are, the worst our memory is 

                         A              B          C                          D 

43. It‟s his wish that money should to be given to charity.  

                   A         B                                     C             D 

44. A number of wildlife habitat reserves have been established in order to saving endangered species from extinction. 

                       A                                                                                  B                              C                             D 
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45. Life got better and better for boss Bob Watts as the company became more and more successfully. 

                                 A                                              B                                        C                             D 
 

VII.  Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 
word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 46 to 50.  

In the early twentieth century, an American woman named Emily Post wrote a book on etiquette. This book 

explained the proper behavior Americans should follow in many different social (46)______, from birthday parties to 

funerals. But in modern society, it is not simply to know the proper rules for behavior in your own country. It is 

necessary for people (47)______ work or travel abroad to understand the rules of etiquette in other cultures as well. 
 
Cultural (48)______ can be found in such simple processes as giving or receiving a gift. In Western cultures, a 

gift can be given to the receiver with relatively little ceremony. When a gift is offered, the receiver usually takes the gift 

and expresses his or her thanks. (49)______, in some Asian countries, the act of gift-giving may appear confusing to 

Westerners. In Chinese culture, both the giver and receiver understand that the receiver will typically refuse to take the 

gift several times before he or she finally accepts it. In addition, to (50)______ respect for the receiver, it is common in 

several Asian cultures to use both hands when offering a gift to another person. 
 

(Source: Reading Advantage by Casey Malarcher) 

46. A. positions  B. conditions C. situations  D. locations 

47. A. who  B. which C. where  D. whose 

48. A. differences  B. different C. differently  D. differ 

49. A. Moreover  B. Therefore C. However  D. Otherwise 

50. A. show  B. get C. feel  D. take 
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REVIEW FOR THE MID-TERM EXAM (UNIT 10-11-12-13) 

PRACTICE TEST 1 

I. Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

1. A. incredible B. gymnastics C. synchronized D. unnoticed 

2. A. interview B. determine C. endangered D. participant 

3. A. contaminate B. referee C. eliminate D. evacuate 

4. A. rhinoceros B. extinction C. penalize D. identify 

5. A. protect B. temperature C. majority D. prohibit 

II. Choose the words that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 

6. A. own B. foul                        C. goal                       D. polo 

7. A. chew B. characterize C. choose D. check 

8. A. digest B. survive C. notice D. wildlife 

9. A. leader  B. defeat  C. measure D. creature 

10. A. opponent B. unnoticed C. sociable D. canoeing 

III. VOCABULARY& GRAMMAR: Circle A, B, C or D as your best choice to complete each sentence. 

11. They had a ___________ discussion on biology last night. 

 A. bore  B. boredom  C. boring  D. bored 

12. Sherlock Holmes is an important ________  in detective fiction. 

 A. employer B. character C. manager D. writer 

13. In recent years, fouls have been severely ________  in football matches. 

 A. forgiven                 B. ejected C. penalized            D. scored 

14. The exam results are being ________  on Thursday. 

 A. announcing B. announces C. announced       D. to announce 

15. Those letters ________ now. You can do the typing later. 

 A. need typing B. needn't be typed  C. need to type    D. needn't to be typing 

16. "__________" means reading a book bits here and there. 

 A. Tasting B. Swallowing     C. Chewing            D. Digesting 

17. Francis Bacon lived ________ about the same time as Shakespeare. 

 A. at  B. for  C. in  D. over 

18. To become a novelist, you need to be ____________________ 

 A.  imagination  B. imaginative  C. imaginarily D. imagine 

19. A _______ is a long story in which the characters and events are usually imaginary. 

 A. science fiction         B. thriller C. comic                 D. novel 

20. Books in the home are the wonderful________ of knowledge and pleasure. 

 A. supply B. origin           C. source             D. provision 

21. These people can‟t  perform their tasks unless they ____________ support. 

 A. receive B. received C. had received D. have received 

22. Some sand dunes may be over 200 meters _______ height. 

 A. at B. on C. in D. from 

23. I have only had time to ________ the report before going to the meeting. 

 A. taste B. dip into C. chew D. swallow 

24. She knows that he is unreliable.________ , she still loves him 

 A. Because B. However C. So                                D. Therefore 

25. I‟ve _____________ all  my  old friends for a long time. It‟s hardly possible for us to meet each other. 

 A. put up with B. keep up with C. lost touch with D. take advantage of 

26. Patients normally find it difficult to _______ and digest after operations. 

 A. enjoy B. imagine C. dip  D. chew 

27. The office photocopier needs to _______  

 A. fixing B. be fixed C. fixes D. fixed 

28. This book is not really ________. It is a waste of money buying it. 

 A. inform  B. information  C. informative D. informatively 

29. When the manager of our company retires, the deputy manager will ______ that position. 

 A. stand for B. take over C. take after D. turn up 

30. I can‟t stand _______ by my parents all day. 

 A. watching B. watch C. to be watched  D. being watched 

31. By the time we reach New York on Friday, we ________  over 60 hours travelling. 

 A. have spent B. will spend C. will have spent D. will be spending 
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IV. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of 
the following questions.  

32. World Wide Fund for Nature was formed to do the mission of the preservation of biological diversity, 
sustainable use of natural resources, and the reduction of pollution and wasteful consumption. 

  A. contamination  B. energy  C. extinction  D. development 

33. A series of programs have been broadcast to raise public awareness of healthy living. 

  A. experience B. understanding C. confidence D. assistance 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.  

34. I'm sure he will be home and dry in the interview because he has good qualifications and wide experience.  

  A. be successful B. be satisfied C. be unsuccessful D. be unsatisfied 

35. Many people feel nervous when they first make a speech in public. 

  A. impressed B. fearful C. confident D. upset 

VI.  Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of 
the following exchanges.  

36. Mrs Smith and her students are visiting the zoo.  

Mike: "Can I feed the gorilla, Mrs Smith?"  

Mrs Smith: "______. The sign says 'No feeding the animals'." 

 A. Of course you can B. I don't think it works C. I'm sure about that D. I'm afraid not 

VII.  Mark the letter A, B, C, or D o indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following 
questions. 

37. Are you going to stay here until you„ll finish the project? 

                        A                 B                      C              D 

38. Articles which have been bought during the sale cannot exchange. 

                                   A                           B                       C                       D 

39. If I have to do many homework tonight, I will not be able to attend the concert. 

                                   A             B                                                  C           D 

40. On Sunday mornings, I either go shopping or stay at home and reading books and magazines. 

                      A                                                                                    B         C                                             D 

41. Helen, as well as her friends, have never been out of town since they were five years old. 

                                A                                              B                                  C                              D 

VIII. Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

42. They‟ll cancel the picnic if it rains. 

 A. The picnic will be cancelled if it rains. B. The picnic will cancel if it rains. 

 C. The picnic would be cancelled if it rains. D. The picnic would cancelled if it rained. 

43. The weather was good but we stayed indoors. 

 A. The weather was so good that we stayed indoors. B. Even though the weather was good, but we stayed indoors. 

 C. We stayed indoors in spite of the good weather. D. We stayed indoors because of the good weather. 

44. “I hate to be criticized by non-professionals.” the film star said 

 A. The film star denied being criticized by non-professionals. 

 B. The film star apologized for being criticized by non-professionals. 

 C. The film star prevented from being criticized by non-professionals. 

 D. The film star objected to being criticized by non-professionals. 

45. I started working for this company five years ago. 

 A. I worked for this company five years ago. 

 B. I have been working for this company for five years. 

 C. It‟s five years since I last have been working for this company. 

 D. The last time I worked for this company was five years ago. 

IX. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that 
best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

Water polo is a rapidly growing sport in the United States and internationally as well. For anyone involved in 
playing or being a spectator, it is important to understand the rules of the game. 

Each team (46) ______ of one goalie and six field players. Each field player plays both offense and defense, 
and the goalie is not allowed on the other half of the pool. There are many different arrangements of players in front of 
the goal. The position of the players depends on the play that is being run, ____(47)____ to basketball or hockey. 

The playing time, depends on the rules of play and the level of competition. Usually, men play four 7-minute 
quarters while women play four 6-minute quarters. Teams are usually allowed 2 time outs per game, but this may vary. 
Uniforms consist of swimsuits for both men and women, ____(48) _____a cap on the head with plastic ear protectors 
and the player's number on both sides. Visiting teams wear lighter color caps, while home wears the darker color. In 
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scoring, one point is given for each time the ball is thrown into the goal, and in some leagues there is a 2-point line 
several meters out of the goal. Each quarter begins with a sprint in which the fastest members of each team race toward 
the ball ____(49) ____at the halfway point on the water by the referee. 

Water polo is an ____(50)____, challenging, and fun sport. It is full contact and its competitiveness cannot be 
underestimated. Water polo is a growing sport for good reason, and it may soon be one of the leading sports for both 
men and women's athletics. 

46. A. contains  B. includes  C. consists   D. involves 

47. A. different B. similar  C. grateful  D. attentive 

48. A. as well as B. as long as C. as soon as  D. in addition 

49. A. to be placed B. which is placing C. placing  D. placed 

50. A. excite  B. excitement  C. exciting   D. excited 

 

PRACTICE TEST 2 

I. Choose the words that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. subject   B. understand   C. difficult   D. vulnerable 

2. A. animal   B. character   C. imagine   D. personality 

3. A. reduced  B. caused  C. damaged  D. preserved 

4. A. machine  B. cheap  C. teacher  D. child 

5. A. chew   B. characterize  C. choose  D. check 

II. Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

6. A. identify  B. habitat                   C. forest                   D. vulnerable 

7. A. gorilla                 B. elephant                C. establish              D. illegal 

8. A. swallow   B. subject   C. digest   D. classify 

9. A. incredible  B. gymnastics  C. swallow  D. unnoticed 

10. A. opponent  B. synchronized  C. distribute   D. aquatic 

III. VOCABULARY& GRAMMAR: Circle A, B, C or D as your best choice to complete each sentence. 

11. My car broke down on the way. ________ , when I got to the airport, the plane had taken off. 

 A. Because              B. However             C. But                             D. Therefore 

12.  An endangered species is a species_______ population is so small that it is in danger of extinction.   

 A. who B. which C. what D. whose 

13. By_______ the household chores, he can help his mother after going home from school. 

 A. ordering B. making C. having D. doing 

14. That‟s the ____________ story I‟ve ever heard. 

 A. scare B. scary C. scariest D. scarier 

15. Peter is disappointed at not getting the job, but he will ______ it soon. 

A. take after B. get over C. go on D. come up 

16. Our company need to recruit some new employees. Amazingly enough, only two people have ______ for a job. 

 A. belonged B. checked C. based D. applied 

17.  This book provides students______ useful tips that help them to pass the coming exam. 

 A. about B. for C. with D. from 

18.  The package________ carefully before it ________. 

 A. must be wrapped / is posted  B. needs wrapping / will be posted 

 C. should wrap / is going to be posted   D. will be wrapping / needs posting 

19.  There was a _______ table in the middle of the room.  

 A. Japanese round beautiful wooden  B. beautiful wooden round Japanese 

 C. beautiful wooden Japanese round  D. beautiful round Japanese wooden 

20.  Eating a lot of sugar ________ to be bad for the children. 

 A. is supposed B. supposed C. is supposing D. have supposed 

21.  The murderer________ immediately or more people ________ . 

 A. must be arrested / will kill B. must be arrested / will be killed 

 C. may be found / will be killed D. should be arrested / will killed 

22. Children shouldn't read a _________ at night because they might have a bad dream. 

 A. thriller B. biography        C. love story           D. historical story 

23. _______ is a term that refers to the existence of different kinds of animals and plants which make a balanced 
environment. 

 A. Difference B. Organism C. Biodiversity D. Similarity 

24. All the countries of the area have _______ to protect their wildlife but they are rarely enforced. 

 A. efforts  B. laws  C. results  D. reserves 
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25.  Mammals have been in ___________ for many millions of years. 

 A. exist B. existing C. existence D. existed 

26.  A / An _______ species is a population of an organism which is at risk of becoming extinct. 

 A. dangerous B. endanger C. endangered D. endangerment 

27. Species become extinct or _______for a number of reasons, but the primary cause is the destruction of habitat by 
human activities. 

 A. endangered B. endanger C. endangerment D. endangering 

28.  The drainage of wetlands, cutting of forests, urbanization and road and dam construction have ______ or 

seriously damaged natural habitats. 

 A. destroyed B. contaminated C. reduced D. enacted  

29. There are many ________ of pollution in our modern world   

 A. resources   B. sources   C. foundations   D. bases 

30. Only a few of the many species at risk of extinction actually make it to the lists and obtain legal _______. 

 A. protect  B. protection  C. protective  D. protector 

31. His job is to _______ books, movies, and songs for a local magazine. 

 A. review B. digest C. swallow D. taste 

32. "Gone with the Wind" is a very interesting book. Many people find it _______.  

 A. hard-to-put-down B. hard-to-pick-up-again C. hard to read D. hard to remember 

33. Hunting for meat and burning forests for soil cause _________ to wildlife. 

 A. organization B. contamination  C. protection D. destruction    

34. He has refused, but he _________ change his mind if you asked him again.   

 A. might   B. mustn‟t  C. should   D. needn‟t 

35. The company management decided to ______ more workers to meet the production schedule. 

 A. turn up B. make out C. take on D. make up 

36. His health would be improved ________  

 A. if he continued to smoke heavily B. unless he stopped smoking heavily 

 C. if he gave up smoking   D. I only he doesn‟t smoke anymore 

37. I _______ think that scuba diving is more of danger than adventure. 

 A. person  B. personal  C. personally D. personalize 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the 
following questions. 

38. Cigarette smoking can cause a loss of appetite. 

 A. believe in B. result in C. suffer from D. turn up 

39. The goalkeeper can also be ejected for twenty seconds if a major foul is committed. 

 A. advanced  B. sprinted  C. played  D. excluded 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of 
the following questions. 

40. Sugar is a major cause of tooth decay. 

 A. main B. minor C. close D. basic 

41. Many women prefer to use cosmetics to enhance làm tăng their beauty and make them look younger. 

 A. enrich B. maximize C. improve D. worsen 

VI. Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

42. You should keep the flowers in a warm sunny place . 

 A. The flowers should be kept in a warm sunny place.  

 B. The flowers should keep in a warm sunny place . 

 C. The flowers should be keep in a warm sunny place.   

 D. The flowers should to keep in a warm sunny place. 

43. He left school three years ago. 

 A. It is three years since he had left school.  

 B. It is three years since he has left school. 

 C. It has been three years since he had left school.  

 D. It is three years since he left school. 

44. You are not allowed to take photographs here. 

 A. You needn‟t take photographs here. B. You can‟t  take photographs here. 

 C. You don‟t have to  take photographs here. D. You mustn‟t take photographs here. 

45. However hard you work, you will never be promoted here.  

 A. You will never be promoted here; however, you work hard.  

 B. No matter how you work hard, you will be promoted here.  
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 C. Although you work really hard, you will never be promoted here.  

 D. If you didn't work hard, you would never be promoted here. 

46. I am sure he did not know that his brother graduated with flying colors.(xuất sắc) 

 A. He should not have been envious of his brother's achievement. 

 B. He cannot have known that his brother graduated with very high marks. 

 C. That his brother graduated with flying colors must have been appreciated by him. 

 D. He may not know that his brother is flying gradually up in a colorful balloon.  

VII. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best 
fits each of the numbered blanks. 

 Children all around the world love to read comic books. Maybe they like to read the kind of comic books that 
come out once a month, like Spiderman or Batman, or maybe they like manga-style comic books. That means that 
publishers who make comic books need to keep in touch ___(47) ___ the things young people like to do. One thing that 
many young people today are ____(48)____in is technology, so of course kids want to read digital comic books on 
electronic devices.  

Let's take Japanese manga as an example. There are lots of people around the world who enjoy reading 
manga. However, in the past, it was difficult to find translated versions of manga in comic bookstores. But that did not 
stop manga fans. Some fans who could ____(49) ____ Japanese into their own language started translating manga 
themselves. Then they scanned the pages of manga books and uploaded the scanned pages to the Internet with their 
translation. This practice has become so _____(50)_____. People in the comic book industry made up a name for it. By 
combining the words scan and translation, they call it "scanlation", and it is a big problem today. The people who do 
scanlation usually share their manga for free, so readers do not buy manga books. Writers, artists, and publishers all 
end up losing money because of scanlation.  

47. A. at   B. on    C. with    D. in 

48. A. interested  B. fascinated  C. involved  D. conducted 

49. A. conduct  B. provide  C. prevent  D. translate 

50. A. popularity   B. popular  C. popularly  D. popularize  
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UNIT 14: INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

PRACTICE 

I. Choose one word which has different stress pattern from the other three.  

1. A. disaster  B. colleague C.  agency  D. soldier 

2. A. international  B. epidemics C.  society  D. dedication 

3. A. propose  B. appall  C.  devote  D. victim 

4. A. injured  B. result  C.  earthquake  D. famine 

5. A. catastrophe  B. conventional C.  vulnerable       D. emergency 

6. A. agency B. dedicate C.  conference D. tsunami 

II. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 

7. A. catastrophe  B. propose  C.  become  D. survive 

8. A. appalled B. dedicated C.  designed D. injured 

9. A. symbol  B. emergency  C.  horrify  D. solidarity  

10. A. poverty B. delegate  C.  president  D. protection 

11. A. famine  B. determine  C.  hesitate D. civilian 

12. A. official B. society C.  species D. initiative 

III. GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY 

13.  All the schools in the city were closed because of an ______ of flu. 

  A. initiate B. epidemic C. enthusiast D. opponent 

14.  He tried to _________to everyone to support him.  

  A. make  B. appeal  C. persuade  D. advise 

15. He________ his life to helping the poor.  

  A. spent  B. experienced  C. dedicated  D. used  

16. The Red Cross is an international organization that helps people who are suffering from the results of war, diseases 
or _______. 

  A. victims  B. disasters  C. opportunities  D. conditions 

17. In times of war, the Red Cross is ________to reducing the sufferings of wounded soldiers, civilians, and 
prisoners of war. 

  A. excited  B. dedicated  C. appealled D. interested 

18. _______ is a situation in which large numbers of people have little or no food, and many of them die.  

  A. Disaster B. Poverty C. Famine D. Flood 

19. The International Red Cross helps to ensure respect for the human being, and to prevent and relieve 
 human _______. 

  A. protection B. enjoyment  C.  sufferings  D. wealthy 

20. The Red Cross is a ______ organization whose purpose is to help people in wartime and disasters.  

  A. commercial  B. political  C. military  D. humanitarian 

21. The International Committee Red Cross has about 12,000 staff members worldwide, about 800 of them working in 
its Geneva _______. 

  A. factories  B. companies  C. headquarters  D. buildings 

22. The International Red Cross has about 97 million volunteers whose main _______ is to protect human life 
and health. 

  A. mission  B. experience  C. organization  D. rule 

23. The AIDS _______ continues to spread around the world. Up to 4,000 people are infected with the HIV virus every 
single day. 

  A. treatment  B. epidemic  C. tsunami  D. damage 

24. Mrs. Pike is a feminist, who ________ that women should be offered the same job opportunities as men. 

  A. varies  B. advocates  C. leads  D. votes 

25. New discoveries in physics and biology are _______ welcomed. 

  A. enthusiastically B. enthusiast C. enthusiasm D. enthusiastic 

26. Thanks to her father's encouragement, she has made great ______ in her study. 

  A. standard B. development C. contribution D. progress 

27. Jim didn't break the vase on ______, but he was still punished for his carelessness. 

  A. occasion B. chance C. intention D. purpose 

28. Travelling to ______ countries in the world enables me to learn many interesting things. 

  A. differ B. difference C. differently D. different 
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29. The girl takes ______her mother; she has blue eyes and fair hair too.  

   A. in  B. up  C. after  D. down  

30. It took him a long time to _______the death of his wife.  

   A. take away  B. get over  C. take off  D. get through  

31. The passengers had to wait because the plane ______ off one hour late. 

   A. took  B. turned  C. go D. get 

32. She‟s very old and can‟t live alone. She needs someone to look _________ her.  

   A. for B. at C. up D. after 

33. If you want to join the club, you must ___________ this application form. 

   A. fill in  B. look up  C. give up D. go out 

34. Everyone said that they would attend his birthday party, but nobody turned on  

                                                      A          B                                                    C                  D 

35. She got _______ her car to pick _______ some wild flowers. 

   A. from / on  B. in / at  C. off / up  D. out / for 

36. The more you practise speaking English, ______. 

   A. the more fluently you can speak it B. the more fluent you can speak it 

   C. the more you can speak it fluent D. the more you can speak it fluently 

37. John gets his sister _________ his shirt. 

   A. to clean B. clean C. cleaned D. to cleaning 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each 
of the following questions. 

38. The total number of national Red Cross societies from all over the world has mounted to 186. 

  A. protected  B. devoted  C. increased  D. aimed 

39. In times of war, the Red Cross is dedicated to reducing the sufferings of wounded soldiers, civilians, and prisoners of 
war. 

  A. mounted  B. excited  C. devoted  D. interested 

40. We oppose this war, as we would do any other war which created an environmental catastrophe.  

  A. pollution  B. disaster  C. convention  D. epidemic 

41. What a lovely baby! He certainly resembles his father. 

  A. get over B. go off C. take after D. turn up  

42. What may happen if John will not arrive in time? 

  A. go along  B. count on  C. keep away  D. turn up 

43. They decided to put off their journey till the end of the month because of the epidemic. 

  A. postpone B. delay C. wash away D. (a) & (b) 

44. It took me a very long time to recover from the shock of her death. 

  A. turn off  B. take on  C. get over  D. keep up with 

45. The bomb exploded in the garage; fortunately no one hurt. 

  A. put on B. went off  C. took after  D. looked after 
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UNIT 15: WOMEN IN SOCIETY 

 

PRACTICE 

I. Choose the word with the different stress pattern. 

1. A. profession  B. recognize  C. important  D. involvement  

2. A. educational B. civilization C. organization D. recommendation 

3. A. belief B. control C. maintain D. housework  

4. A. qualification B. contribution C. intellectual D. international 

5. A. philosopher B. consideration C. environment D. enlightenment 

6. A. involvement  B. employment  C. social  D. important 

7. A. position  B. family  C. century  D. politics 

8. A. philosopher  B. discriminate  C. individual  D. significant 

9. A. ability  B. equality  C. enlightenment  D. naturally 

10. A. status B. argue  C. basis  D. against 

II. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 

11. A. women  B. men  C. led  D. intellectual 

12. A. history  B. significant  C. philosophy  D. pioneer 

13. A. power  B. wife  C. allow  D. known 

14. A. political B. intellectual C. civilization D. discriminate 

15. A. equal B. legal C. women D. temple 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

16. Throughout history, women have had ______ for childbearing and homemaking. 

 A. parts B. roles C. duties D. responsibilities 

17. Women only began to gain ______ with men in the 20th century. 

 A. equality B. fair                     C. same                 D. balancecân bằng 

18. IQ tests are a method of measuring  certain aspects of ______ ability. 

 A. memorial B. intelligent          C. intellectual         D. intelligence 

19. Women have made an enormous ______ to our modern society. 

 A. work B. effort                 C. problem             D. contribution 

20. Fathers have indispensable cần thiết ______ to play in the lives of their children. 

 A. roles B. places                C. subjects              D. aspects 

21.  Beethoven had to face up to đối đầu a ______ prejudice định kiến against disable people at school. 

 A. long-lying B. long-lied           C. deep-seat           D. deep-seated 

22.  What kind of music do you______to? 

 A. hear B. listen C. catch D. understand 

23.  The efforts for the advancement of women have resulted _____ several respectively achievement in women's life 
and work. 

 A. at  B. with  C. for  D. in 

24.  Western women are more ______ than Asian women.  

 A. depend  B. dependent  C. independent  D. independently 

25.  ______ you study for these exams, ______ you will do. 

 A. The harder / the better   B. The more / the much 

 C. The hardest / the best   D. The more hard / the more good 

26.  When you are finished using the computer, can you please ______ it off? 

 A. take  B. turn  C. do  D. go 

27. Women are only asking to be given equal _________with men.  

 A. works B. status  C. living  D. employed  

28. There are no __________differences between the education systems of the two countries.  

 A. significant  B. significance  C. significantly  D. signified  

29.  _____________the police force, the more violent the city.  

 A. The large  B. The larger  C. The largest  D. The largely  

30. Thanks to the women's liberation women can take part in ____ activities. 

 A. social  B. society  C. socially  D. socialize 

31. In some Asian countries women are undervalued and they never have the same ________ as men. 

 A. formality  B. basis  C. limit  D. status 

32. It is against the law to ______ on the basis of sex, age, marital status, or race. 

 A. suit  B. discriminate  C. believe  D. gain 
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33. Women's status ________ in different countries and it depends on the cultural beliefs. 

 A. varies  B. employs  C. fixes  D. establishes 

34. Most people consider it women's ________ to take care of children and do housework. 

 A. limit  B. relationship  C. responsibility  D. respect 

35. Don't forget to ________ your gloves on. It is cold outside. 

 A. let  B. make  C. put   D. fix 

IV. Identify the one that is not correct by marking the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet. 

36.  I‟m sure he will soon turn in. He is seldom late. 

     A    B            C       D 

37.  Her last book is published in over 20 languages years ago. 

                    A                      B              C                             D 

 

38.  Several years ago it was even difficult to imagine people talking in women's rights and the situations they 

                                   A               B                                                          C 

faced in traditional society. 

          D 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the  word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each  

of the following questions. 

39. Not all women can do two jobs well at the same time: rearing children and working at office.  

 A. educating  B. taking care of  C. homemaking     D. giving a birth 

40. There have been significant changes in women's lives since the women's liberation movement. 

 A. controlled B. economic C. important  D. natural 

41. The forces behind the women's liberation movement vary from culture to culture, from individual to individual. 

 A. advocate  B. equalize  C. power  D. change 

42. I'm sorry. I didn't mean to interrupt you. Please, go on and finish what you were saying. 

 A. talk  B. quit C. continue  D. stop 

43. When the alarm went off, everyone proceeded calmly  to the emergency exits. 

 A. fell  B. exploded  C. called  D. rang 

44. If you do not understand the word "superstitious," look it up in the dictionary. 

 A. find its meaning  B. write it  C. draw it  D. note it 
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PRACTICE TEST  

          (UNIT 13 -15) 

I. Choose one word which has different stress pattern from the other three.  

1. A.  colleague   B. delegate C. equality  D. soldier 

2. A.  discriminate  B. childbearing          C. tsunami                 D. enlightenment 

3. A.  philosopher        B. involvement          C. enthusiasm                D. dedicated 

II. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 

4. A. success  B. enthusiast           C. support                D. injured 

5. A.  natural                B.  athletics                 C.  advocate            D. spectator 

6. A.  poverty  B.  official C.  society D. political 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

7. The delegation đại biểu to the SEA Games was _________ of top competitors of the country. 

 A.  consisted B. composed                         C. adopted                       D. competed 

8. The struggle for women‟s rights began in the 18
th
 century as European political philosophers believed that women 

should be treated ______. 

 A. equal B. equality C. equalize D. equally 

9. Many of young people between the ages of 16 and 18 who are neither in education nor ___ are in  

 danger of wasting their lives. 

 A.  power  B. ability  C. nature   D. employment 

10. Be careful with that knife! Don‟t _______it _______ me. 

 A.  point / at B. wait / for C. explain / to D. search / for 

11. The Red Cross National societies in the countries hit by the _______ reacted without hesitation to help those 
struggled to survive. 

 A.  tsunami B. involvement  C. poverty  D. livelihood 

12. It was getting dark, so I drove ________. 

 A.  more slowly and more  B. more and more slowly  C. slowly more and more  D. more slowly than 

13. In order to go camping you must ask your parents________their permission. 

 A.  for  B. at  C. with  D. to 

14. The older we are, ________. 

 A.   the worse our memory becomes  B.  the worse and worse our memory becomes 

 C.   the worst our memory becomes  D.  the worse becomes our memory 

15. With the strong support of their countrymen, the Vietnamese athletes competed in high________. 

 A.   events B.  competitions             C.   responsibilities          D. spirits 

16. Floods, earthquakes, tsunamis are natural ________. 

 A.  pollutions B. temperatures        C. disasters  D. environments 

17. They ________ her because of her poor clothes. 

 A.  looked up to B. lost touch with C. kept up with D. looked down on 

18. Women's status varies in different countries and it depends on the cultural________.   

 A.  beliefs B. victims        C. employs                     D. poverties  

19. In times of war, the Red Cross is dedicated to reducing the ______ of wounded soldiers, civilians, and prisoners of war.  

 A.  devotions              B. sufferings C. involvements D. politicians 

20. The more money you put in the bank, ________. 

 A.  the higher interest you'll get  B. the more high interest you'll get  

 C. the interest you get  D. the high interest you'll get  

21. Please ________this form and post it. 

 A.  throw away B. fill out  C. turn on  D. break down 

22. Suddenly, the fire alarm _______ and everyone had to leave the building. 

 A.  set off B. gave up            C. went off              D. applied for 

23. Health care in the country is said to become ________. 

 A.  bad and bad B. worst and worst         C. worse and worse  D. worse and worst 

24. Nowadays, women have gained significant legal_________.  

 A.   opportunities B.  rights C. responsibilities D.  individuals 

25. The fatter I become, _________ I run. 

 A.  the slowest B. the more slowly C. the slower D.  slower 

26. Because of an accident, my  train was________ for several hours. 

 A.   get over  B. get up  C. held up  D.  take after  

27. She turned ________at my house late one night.  

 A.   down  B. up  C. on  D.  off   

28. ________, the more you know how much you don‟t know. 

 A.   The most you study  B.  The best you study  C. The many you study  D. The more you study  
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29. You don't seem very________about the party - don't you want to go tonight?  

 A.   enthusiast  B.  enthusiasm  C.  enthusiastically  D. enthusiastic  

30. He _______ his mother's side of the family.  

 A.   takes after B.  tries out C. gets over D.  puts off 

31. The more I tried my best to help her, ________. 

 A.   the more lazily she became B.  the lazier she became 

 C.   the more lazy she became D.  lazier she became 

32. The harder you learn, ________. 

 A.   The better your English will be B.  The better will be your English 

 C.   The better becomes your English D.  The better is your English 

33. Who‟s________after the department while you‟re away? 

 A.   running B.  looking C.  taking D.  getting 

34. It was difficult to _______ the problem to beginners. 

 A. explain B. invite C. write D. speak 

35. We had a discussion with them ________ the differences between Britain and the U.S.  

 A. at B. on C. in  D. about 

36. After missing a term through illness, he had to work hard to ______ up with the others.  

 A. put B. wash C. catch  D. look  

37. In the past, women were restricted to the role of mothers and wives due to widespread doubt about their _______ 
ability. 

 A. legal B. social  C. intellectual D. overwhelming  

38. She was chosen for the job on the ______ of her qualifications.  

A. basis B. status C. right D. doubt 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of 
the following questions. 

39. Henri Davison, president of the American Red Cross war Committee proposed forming a federation of these 
National Societies.  

 A. struggled B. dedicated  C. carried  D. suggested 

40.  He claims he was racially discriminated against when he applied for the job.  

 A. differentiated B. neglected C. prohibited D. initiated 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

41. I am appealing for donations on behalf of the famine victims. 

 A. repulsing B. appalling  C. gaining D. presenting 

42. The Green Party is dedicated to protecting the environment.  

 A. widespread B. apathetic C. resentful D. respectful 

VI. Identify the one that is not correct by marking the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet. 

43. When time went by, the poor girl was more and more beautifully.    

               A                   B                                            C                   D 

44. John can play tennis much better more than I can. 

                            A                 B                    C            D 

45. “Did Susan have a chance to get in touch to you?” “ Oh, yes. She called me up last night.” 

                         A                       B                  C                                      D     

VII. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of 
the following exchanges. 

46. Ken and Laura are saying goodbye to each other after going to LOTTE Center. And they are going to have a date 
with each other later.  

 - Laura: “Well, it‟s getting late. Maybe we could get together sometime.”   

 - Ken: “____________.” 

 A. Nice to see you.      B. Take it easy.  

 C. Sounds good. I‟ll give you a call.    D. Yes, I‟ve enjoyed it.                                                   

VIII. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closed in the meaning each of the following 
questions. 

47. If you practise your English regularly, you will speak fluently.   

 A.  The less regularly you practise your English, the more fluently you will speak.  

 B.  The more regularly you practise your English, the more fluently you will speak. 

 C.  The better regularly you practise your English, the more fluently you will speak. 

 D.  The more regularly you practise your English, the fluentlier you will speak. 
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48. As he grows older, he becomes increasingly intelligent.  

 A.  The older he grows, the more intelligent he becomes.  

 B.  The older he grew, the more intelligent he becomes. 

 C.  The oldest he grows, the more intelligent he becomes. 

 D.  The older he grows, more intelligent he becomes. 

49. If you practise harder, you will have better results.  

 A.  The harder you practise, the better results you will have.   

 B. The more hardly you practise, the better results you will have.  

 C. The hardest you practise, the most results you will have.  

D. The harder you practise, the best results you will have. 

50. As television programmes become more popular, they seem to get worse. 

A. The more popular become television programmes, the worse they seem. 

B. The popular television programmes, the worse they seem. 

C. The more popular television programmes become, the worse they seem. 

D. The most popular television programmes become, the worst they seem. 
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UNIT 16: The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 

PRACTICE 
I. Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest. 

1. A. association  B. original  C. stability  D. accelerate 
2. A. domestic  B. estimate  C. statistics  D. relation 
3. A. language  B. diverse  C. promote  D. combine 
4. A. economic  B. integration  C. development   D. transportation 
5. A. service  B. rural  C. region  D. include 

II. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 
6. A. diverse  B. admit  C. science  D. enterprise 
7. A. growth  B. although  C. within  D. southern 
8. A. stable  B. average  C. population  D. rate 
9. A. combined   B. planned  C. recorded  D. aimed 
10. A. justice  B. service  C. practice  D. advice 

III. Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each unfinished sentence, substitutes the underlined part, or has a 
close meaning to the original one. 

11. ASEAN remains ready to further cooperate with _______ United Nations in the ongoing humanitarian efforts for 
the victims of Cyclone Nargis in Myanmar. 
A. a  B. an  C. the  D. Ø 

12. _______ UN leaders appreciate the support, cooperation and leadership that ASEAN has shown in helping the 
victims of disasters. 
A. A  B. An  C. The  D. Ø  

13. The organization hosts cultural activities in _______ attempt to further integrate the region. 
A. a  B. an  C. the  D. Ø 

14. ASEAN also works for the _______ of peace and stability in the region. 
A. promote  B. promotion  C. promotional  D. promoter 

15. The Association of Southeast Asian Nations, commonly referred to as ASEAN, is a geo-political and _______ 
organization. 
A. economy  B. economic  C. economics  D. economical 

16. The motivations for the birth of ASEAN were the desire for a _______ environment. 
A. stable  B. stability  C. stably  D. stabilize 

17. ASEAN was founded on 8 August, 1967 with five: Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, and the 
Philippines. 
A. members  B. competitors  C. leaders  D. statesmen 

18. ASEAN is an organization on the Southeast Asian region that aims to _______ economic growth, social 
progress, and cultural development. 
A. account  B. include  C. accelerate  D. respect 

19. The Association of Southeast Asia which consists of 10 countries located in Southeast Asia was _______ on 
August 8, 1967 by Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand. 
A. found  B. founded  C. invented  D. discovered 

20. The aims of the Association of Southeast Asia include the evolvement of economic growth, social progress, 
cultural development among its members, and the promotion of regional peace.  
A. goals  B. organizations  C. missions  D. plans 

21. Southeast Asia is a region of diverse cultures. 
A. same  B. adopted  C. various  D. respected 

22. ASEAN has emphasized cooperation in the "three pillars" of security, socio cultural and economic _______ in 
 the region. 
A. organization  B. production  C. integration       D. establishment 

23. The ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) is an agreement by the member nations of ASEAN concerning local 
manufacturing in all ASEAN countries. 
A. progressing  B. producing  C. combining  D. aiming 

24. ASEAN has planned equitable economic development and reduced poverty and _______ disparities in year 
2020. 
A. socio-politic B. socio-cultural   C. socio-linguistic    D. socio-economic 

25. The Governments of ASEAN have paid special attention _______ trade. 
A. to  B. on  C. for  D. with 

26. The goal the ASEAN Vision 2020 aims _______ creating a stable, prosperous and highly competitive ASEAN 
economic region. 
A. for  B. on  C. at  D. up 

27. _______, I will give him the report. 
A. When he will return  B. When he returns C. Until he will return  D. No sooner he returns 

28. _______ the firemen arrived to help, we had already put out the fire. 
A. Until  B. No sooner  C. By the time  D. After 

29. I have earned my own living _______ I was seven. 
A. since  B. when  C. while  D. as soon as 
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30. We saw many beautiful birds _______ in the lake. 
A. when we are fishing  B. while fishing  C. while fished      D. fishing 

31. _______, Peter came to see me. 
A. While having dinner   B. While I was having dinner 
C. When having dinner   D. When lam having dinner 

32. _______ my homework, I went to bed. 
A. After I had finished  B. After finished C. Finished  D. After had finished 

33. _______ the dance, Jerry said good-bye to his girlfriend. 
A. Before left  B. Before he leaves C. Before leaving  D. Before he will leave 

34. Jones _______ after everyone _______. 
A. speaks / will eat   B. will speak / has eaten 
C. is speaking / eats   D. has spoken / will have eaten 

35. _______, Joe stays in bed and reads magazines. 
A. Whenever raining   B. As it will be raining 
C. When it will rain   D. Whenever it rains 

Error Identification. 
36. Singapore is an island nation with 63 islands, located at the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula.   
                                                             A                        B 
 At 704.0 km2, it is a smallest country in Southeast Asia.                        
            C                     D 

37. The population of Singapore is approximately 4.59 million. Though Singapore is highly cosmopolitan and                                                           
              A                                      B 

diversity, ethnic Chinese forms the majority of the population. 
      C                                   D 

38. Singapore has a highly developed market-based economy. Singapore, along with Hong Kong, South Korea                                                                                
                        A                              B                                  C 

and Taiwan, are one of the Four Asian Tigers. 
                      D  

39. Singapore is a popularity travel destination, making tourism one of its largest industries. About 9.7 million                               
                          A                                           B                                                    C 

tourists visited Singapore in 2006. 
                 D 

40. Singapore plays an active role in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, of that Singapore is a founding member. 

                A              B          C                              D 


